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Tips & Tricks

TOP TIP
Triangle  
marking system
I was in my shop trying to organize a jumble of 
cabinet parts, when a friend dropped by and 
showed me an old layout trick that has since 
saved me lots of time and confusion. After parts 
are cut to size, and before you lay out any joints, 
select the “show” face of each piece, orient it for 
best grain composition, and then organize the 
pieces on your bench in their desired relation to 
each other. Now it’s a simple matter of pressing 
the pieces together and striking a few lines 
across their faces to create a triangle as shown 
in the drawings. A glance at the markings 
immediately identifies the “show” face, the top, 
the bottom, and the left- and right-hand sides of 
each piece. To identify multiples, strike additional 
lines that extend across the mating pieces.
—Gary Goldthwaite, Indianapolis, Indiana
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Aprons/drawers (top view)

Additional lines 
indicate multiples.
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Our SK108 Wood Carving Set comes with 16 high 
performance blades, cutting knife, quick connect 
handle, sharpening tool, and mallet power handle. 
It’s the perfect gift for any new or experienced carver. 

Our Pocket Jack is a 
streamlined version of our 
handy Carvin’ Jack, the 
fi rst folding multi-tool 
designed just for wood-
carvers. Pocket Jack has 
a Detail Knife, Straight 
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a V-Scorp. It weighs in 
at just 3.5 ounces with a 
closed length of just over 
4 inches.
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performance blades, cutting knife, quick connect 
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American Woodshop
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With Scott & Suzy Phillips

300 + PBS Stations

Everywhere this Fall on PBS & on 
WBGU.org/AmericanWoodshop

Underwritten by:

I typically mill my project stock from rough-sawn 
lumber slabs with “live” edges. To rip boards 
safely, I first have to establish one straight edge 
to feed against the rip fence. Although I’ve seen 
lots of jigs cobbled together with carrier boards 
and toggle clamps for this purpose, they strike 
me as over-engineered. Truth is, a simple 6"-wide 
straightedge panel of 1⁄4"-thick plywood or MDF 
does the job nicely. Here’s my approach:

Begin by marking the desired cutline with a 
wide lead carpenter’s pencil or a chalk line. Next, 
roughly align your straightedge panel parallel 
to the cutline, allowing minimal overhang on the 
opposite edge to stabilize the setup. Using 1" nails, 
tack the straightedge to the board near the edges, 
which will be cut away later. Leave the nailheads 
proud for easy removal. (For scrappy-edged thin 

materials, use double-faced tape or hot-melt glue 
instead of nails.) Measure from the outside edge 
of the straightedge to the cutline, set your rip 
fence to that measurement, and make the cut 
with the straightedge bearing against the fence.
—Paul Anthony, senior editor

Ripping scrappy-
edged stock

1. Mark cutline.

2. Set straightedge  
 parallel to cutline.

3. Tack to board  
 near edges.

4. Set rip fence  
 to this width.

Plywood 
straightedge

Minimal 
overhang
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Turns any picture into a pattern
in just minutes!

$79.90

Coyote Stencil Shop
 software

www.carvingtechnologies.com

PC compatible

Walk in and ask for it !

Now Available
at

Woodcraft Stores
Nationwide !

Share a Slick Tip.  
Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help fellow Woodcraft 
readers become better woodworkers while 
getting rewarded for your effort. Next issue’s 
Top Tip winner will receive a Woodcraft Gift 
Card for $250. Runners-up will receive $125 
for an illustrated tip; $75 for an unillustrated 
one. Winning entries become the property of 
Woodcraft Magazine. Send your trick ideas to: 
Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft Magazine,  
P.O. Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020  
or email editor@woodcraftmagazine.com.  
Important:  
Please include  
your phone 
number, as an 
editor will need 
to call you if 
your tip or trick 
is considered 
for publication.

TOOL RESTS
With Hardened Rods
Sized to Fit Most Lathes

Coming Soon to a
Woodcraft Store

Near You!

Robust Tools LLC
www.turnrobust.com
Toll Free US: 866-630-1122

Won’t 
Ding!

Won’t 
Nick!
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IMPERIALBLADES.COM • 1 800 743 9844

High quality replacement 
blades for oscillating 
and reciprocating tools.

Imperial Blades is American 
manufacturing reborn.

Our products are made from high 

quality materials for professional grade 

performance and the longest service life. 

The universal design attaches easily 

to a number of popular multi tools. 

With a wide variety of blade and cutting 

options, Imperial Blades offers more for 

less. Top quality replacement blades for 

oscillating tools at the best price.

Most durable blade 
in the industry!
USA Bi-Metal Steel

Unmatched Value.

Compatible with 
• Fein MultiMaster
• Bosch Multi-X™

• Chicago Multi Tool
• Craftsman® Multi-Tool
• Dremel® Multi-Max™

Bosch Multi-X™, Chicago Multi Tool, Craftsman® Multi-Tool, 

Dremel® Multi-Max™, and Fein MultiMaster are registered 

trademarks of their respective owners.
MADE IN THE USA 

Drilling the ends  
of long boards
I recently built a project that required drilling a 
couple of 1⁄4"-diameter holes 21⁄2" deep into the ends 
of several 6'-long boards. It was crucial that the 
holes were drilled square to the ends of the boards. 
I knew I couldn’t accurately drill freehand, and the 
boards were obviously too long for the drill press.

After some head scratching, I realized that the 
solution was to bore out a drill guide block on the drill 
press, then glue it to a backer block that would allow 
clamping the guide to the workpiece, as shown in the 
drawing. Making the guide block about 11⁄2" long allowed 
me to drill deep enough into the board to create good 
starter holes. After removing the jig, I drilled them to 
final depth. A doweling jig would also work, but the 
beauty of my setup is that, by aligning the edge of the jig 
with the edge of the board, the holes are self-registering.
—Guy Weiss, San Diego, California

Bore holes on drill 
press, then glue guide 
block to backer block.

Guide 
block

Backer 
block

Workpiece
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 The Power Carver’s Choice.
“I couldn’t make a living 

at what I do if it wasn’t for 
Kutzall products...

I can reduce my work by 
at least 60%.”

JAMES ANDISON
Sweetwood Creations

You put the best of every 
thing you’ve got into it:  
your time, your sweat,  
your creativity.  
Because 
your work 
deserves the best, 
it deserves Kutzall. 
       To fi nd out more, 
please visit us at
KutzallTools.com/woodcraft  
For your best work yet.

www.KutzallTools.com/woodcraft
810-765-1000
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Your work...
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Securely elevate and effortlessly 
rotate your projects.

Finishing
TurntableTM

Now 20% OFF!

U.S. and International intellectual property rights secured • K & M of VA, Inc.

finishingturntable.com
U.S. and International intellectual property rights secured • K & M of VA, Inc.

Easily secured to work surface or each 
other with NEW Lock & Tab System.

painterspyramid.com

New & Improved!
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Planing thin stock
I work a fair amount with thin 
solid wood panels. Unfortunately, 
the cutterhead on my planer 
won’t lower enough to cut stock 
thinner than about 1⁄4". My 
solution? I made a riser panel 
that spans the planer tables to 
raise the stock. For accuracy, I 
used 3⁄4"-thick MDF, gluing plastic 
laminate to both sides for stability 
and easy stock feeding. A stop 
strip screwed to the underside 
of the trailing end keeps the 
panel in place. The low-friction laminate and 
uninterrupted surface improve feeding enough 
that I leave the panel in place for general work.

Although most planer manuals advise against 
planing stock less than 1⁄4" thick, I find that if I’m 
careful, I can easily work stock down to 3⁄16", and 

sometimes even 1⁄8." For best success, use straight-
grained wood, and take very light passes. If the 
stock is bowed at all, feed it with the concave 
surface against the riser to prevent the blades 
from catching against a lifted leading end.
—Art Chadman, Baldwin, New York

Riser panel allows 
planing thin stock.

Stop strip



ONE TOOLONE TOOL
Tackles All Your Jobs!

Remove grout.

Cut sheet metal.

Sand in tight 
places.

ONE TOOLONE TOOLONE TOOL
Tackles All Your Jobs!Tackles All Your Jobs!

Remove grout.

Cut sheet metal.

Plunge cut.

Sand in tight 
places.

Rasp wood or other 
materials.
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